
Release:
8.1.2

Highlights:
This release contains bug fixes for various modules.

General documentation for this release:
http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com 

http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com/
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19342 The asterisk is being ignored in relevance searches.

Using the (*) asterisk to mark important terms in a Free 

Text Keyword search now yields the expected results in 

WebVoyáge and Cataloging. Cataloging 15963

19619

When creating a booking and searching for a patron last name 

including a hyphen or a space, the message 'No matches found' 

displays.

Altered the way the last name search is done to match 

the way it is done in Circulation. Media Scheduling 18435

19629

When using the Receive/Mark tab to receive the book when 

invoicing, the Receive hierarchical control should open all the 

way down to the copy level or location level depending on 

settings.

Modified the code to expand the Receive Tree control 

according to the user preference set in the Workflows 

preferences. Acquisitions 18237

19748

If the start date or end date of the fiscal period is today's date, 

activity on ledgers/funds using that fiscal period is prevented.

The time stamp on the end date of a fiscal period is 

now stored in the database as 11:59:59pm instead of 

12:00:00(am) thus making a transaction occurring on 

the end date valid for that period.

Any new fiscal periods created with this 

fix in place has the new correct time. 

Any old fiscal periods need to be 

resaved in the System Administration 

client to force the end date to be 

corrected in the database. Acquisitions 18679

19829

The more subdivisions that are present in a record's headings 

fields drastically diminishes the number of headings able to be 

used in a bib record. If there are numerous headings fields with 

subdivisions, the Cataloging client quickly returns a Run Time 

Error 440/65099 when trying to save the record to the database 

even if Authority Validation is turned off.

Records with large numbers of subdivision fields are 

not causing a problem in cataloging, bulkimport or 

global headings change. Records load or are 

processed successfully in all three applications. Cataloging 19066

16384-15445

Only the default policy definition is used for booking equipment 

regardless of matrices in SysAdmin.

Only use the default policy settings if none exist for the 

matrix patron group/item type at hand. General (Voyager) 33253

16384-15779

When a booking is edited, but not saved, it results in equipment 

having a charged status without being linked to a booking.

All relevant information is now saved before a charge is 

committed. media.exe 16384-6017

16384-27940

If there is no specific short loan matrix for a patron group/item 

type (meaning the (all)/(all) matrix is used) and a short loan 

request exists for another patron (that does have its own short 

loan matrix), when you attempt the charge you get an error 

message stating 'Item is designated for short loan, but has an 

invalid loan interval or loan period. Unable to charge item to 

patron (Non-Overrideable).'  If you click OK to this block, the item 

is charged to the patron.

Changed the block message in the code when the 

patron attempting to charge an item that is scheduled 

for immediate short loan does not have a matrix value 

for a short loan. Circulation 16384-10689

16384-30865 

Read-only user script does not generate synonyms for stored 

procedures, so the read-only user does not have access to 

them.

Updates were made to the readonly.ksh script and that 

should fix the inability to access functions. Cataloging 16384-11954

16384-30882

When you switch from "This Copy" to "Any Copy", the pickup 

location supplied on the form switches from either the default (if 

you have not selected anything else yet) or your selected 

location (if you have already chosen a pickup location) to 

whichever pickup location falls first alphabetically.

Removed the XSL statements that change the pickup 

location for Any Copy  and This Copy  on the Hold and 

Recall request forms.

Changes were made to the 

cl_requestForms.xsl file. See the skin 

changes document for 8.1.2. OPAC 16384-11969

16384-31316

When using the Send Record To function in Cataloging, a large 

record may trigger a run-time error and Cataloging closes.

Needed to change the type of the variable that contains 

the length of the record from an integer to a long type 

to allow for very large records. Cataloging 16384-12081

16384-3187 

Overdue notices are not generated for bookings in which some 

of the equipment or materials have been returned but not 

everything that is charged in the booking.

Excluded any item and/or equipment that is discharged 

or lost in a media booking from the overdue list. The 

overdue notice only lists overdue items and/or 

equipment. Cataloging 16175

16384-3191

In Media Scheduling, when entering start and end dates using 

keystrokes (rather than the dropdown) entering the ending date 

CHANGES the starting date.

Moved the date check out of the Change event into the 

LostFocus event. This way a change is not prompted 

by each key stroke. Media Scheduling 15839

16384-3193

Bookings for media items print Overdue Notices to the Voyager 

Default Print Location set in SysAdmin>System>Print Locations 

and use the Default Address set in SysAdmin>System>Default 

Address.

Corrected mediajob to use the correct print locations as 

defined in media sysadmin. Media Scheduling 19079

16384-36849

If the issue is non-predictive, when the EDI message is created, 

the SICI consists of only the issue’s enum/chron information.

The SICI for the non-predictive issue has been modified 

to include the ISSN if it is available in the MARC record.  

In that case the PIA field in the SICI now includes the 

ISSN immediately followed by the enum/chron in 

parentheses. Acquisitions 16384-14337
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16384-37350

If you are importing records from a large file with “Delete records 

from import file once saved to database” selected, you’ll receive 

error: “Error #6 was generated by Cataloging. Overflow.”

Needed to change the type of the variable that contains 

the length of the record from an integer to a long type 

to allow for large records to be deleted from the import 

file should that option be selected in the preferences. Cataloging 16384-14737

16384-38676

If it is necessary to specify an additional condition for a data 

change rule, the data change rule does not work.

Corrected the handling of the AND case by the drools 

engine. Additionally added a new drop down Link with 

field  to allow a link on some of the conditions being 

used. 

Documentation was modified to reflect 

this change. Global Data Change (GDC) 16384-14417

16384-40401

Whether the EAN is in the 020 or the 024, if it is prefaced by 

anything other than 978 or 979, the EAN will not be in the EDI 

message.

Added code to accept two new tags from the client.  

When creating EDI data, the ISSN validation is 

bypassed if this option is selected in the client and the 

ISBN prefix validation is bypassed if this option is 

selected in the client. (Note: These new options are for 

EDI messages only.)

Documentation was modified to reflect 

this change. Acquisitions 16384-16097

16384-40546

If a UB requested item is on the hold shelf for a patron, if an 

operator attempts to charge the item out to the patron at a circ 

happening location that *isn’t* the pickup location, the operator 

gets an error message that reads “The patron cannot charge this 

item because it belongs to another cluster and the patron has 

not requested it or the Hold Shelf Life has expired.”

Modified an error message to include an additional 

reason for why the error has occurred.This alerts you to 

a new condition to check. Universal Borrowing 16384-16129

16384-40600 Suspensions are sent with an amount of ‘Demerits:  null’.

Reordered the patron demerits tags to match the order 

in which the server sends them.  The suspension value 

is now correctly received by the client.  Added the 

suspension credit to the other credit checks from the 

fine_fee_trans_type table and now the suspension 

value is added to the XML that the service sends. Interoperability (Voy) 16384-16161

16384-40626 

The "date.format=" in vxws.properties appears to alter the date 

format in some services (like Record Items, for example), but not 

others (Patron Circulation Actions – Loans, for example).

Corrected the logic to use the date.format  in 

vxws.properties  to format dates in all services. Cataloging 16384-16194

16384-40627

Not all Unicode symbols show up properly when using the Print 

function in WebVoyáge

Added fonts that support Unicode characters to the 

cascading style sheets for printing brief and full records.

Changes were made to the 

printBriefRecord.css and 

printFullRecord.css files.  See the skin 

changes document for 8.1.2. OPAC 16384-16113

16384-40753

If a patron with stubs also has a processed local call slip request 

at the time circjob 43 is run, the job will write ‘Error:  Unable to 

collect data for this patron record. Possibly due to failure to 

communicate with remote database LOCAL. Circjob log error 

message:’, and won’t process any of the stub data.

Fixed an error in an SQL select statement for the 

circulation cluster ID based on the item location data.  

This caused the program to return incorrect information 

for some stub patrons. circjob 16384-16321

16384-41234

If a brief bib is attached to a PO and has not been Received, 

when overlaid, it will not be found when using certain limits that 

should find the record.

Corrected an allocated memory cleanup problem that 

occurred during the bib overlay and  was causing 

memory corruption. 

If the bib record is created in 

Acquisitions using a template, the 

acqbib.cfg  should contain directives for 

adding an 007 to the bib such as: 

Fnn=Leader                  FnnMarc=007v                 

FnnDefault=v               

FnnRequired=No General (Voyager) 16384-16337

16384-41235

Combining two advanced searches with Turkish diacritics (e.g. ä, 

ö, å) will not yield any hits.

Added URL encoding for the special characters in the 

combined search URL. OPAC 16384-16401

16384-42355

Internet Explorer cannot render favicons from pages served by 

VWEBV.

Modified the WebVoyáge Architecture Overview and 

Configuration Models “How Do I Display A Favicon?” 

documentation to describe how to set up favicons for 

the shortcut icon. As of this fix, Internet Explorer 

displays favicons in the Favorites menu.

See changes in the WebVoyáge 

Architecture Overview and Configuration 

Models “How Do I Display A Favicon?” 

documentation to describe how to set up 

favicons for the shortcut icon. OPAC 16384-16897

16384-42850

Fines/fees collected from a Self-Check machine will not display 

in the totals under the Global Circulation Statistics Report.

The e-kiosk transaction amounts are added to the 

payment transaction amounts. These two types of fine 

payment are summed  for a given operator and location 

over the specified date range.  All transactions of both 

types are summed together to create the fines column 

of the report. Batch jobs 16384-17025

16384-43234

Some indexes, such as the 020R, 020Z, 035Z, index 61 

characters instead of 150. 

The full amount of 150 characters is now saved in the 

normal and display headings.

A BIBLEFTANCHORED Regen is 

required to update all of the affected 

left anchored indexes.

Instructions are available with the 

service pack documentation. General (Voyager) 16384-15937

16384-43745

Recalls in OvP are inconsistent with WebVoyáge and other 

Voyager clients

Corrected the Recall Request service to ignore those 

parameters that are not required for the recall. Interoperability (Voy) 16384-17329
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16384-43761

If attempt to Data Change job in the traindb, get “Record Export 

Failed” in the log.

Added a parameter to pass to the JobExecutor. The 

new parameter is P for production, T for training or C 

for citation. This allows the JobExecutor to work with 

scripts from different environments.

The Pjobd script has been modified for 

version 8.1.2. Global Data Change (GDC) 16384-17345

16384-44193

When Bulk Import encounters a character during import that it 

cannot convert, it logs the conversion error and the import stops. 

The record is not written to the error file and no additional 

records are imported.

When a MARC record that cannot be parsed is found 

in the bulkimport import file, the record is written to the 

error log and the program continues on to the next 

record in the file. Batch jobs 16384-17538

16384-44225

If the new feature in 8.1.0, 

“IncludeReserveListItemsSuppressedBibs”, is set to Y in the 

PrimoExp-Publishing.ini, the extract will stop and will not extract 

all eligible records.Will get “FATAL 

com.endinfosys.voyager.extract.ExtractBibs  - 

ExtractBibs::doRequired**** Caught 

java.lang.NullPointerException” followed by “- processing 

returned=-3”.  

Caught Null Pointer Exceptions when processing each 

bib record in the required bibs, range of bibs or 

changed bibs sets to allow the process to continue on.  

In addition, returned ERROR instead of FATAL when 

other exceptions occur to allow the primo extract not to 

end before all tasks have been processed. Interoperability (Voy) 16384-17569

16384-44433

British Library’s new software will not accept ARTEmail Requests 

as Voyager currently formats them. Specifically, BL now requires 

a space between the reference number and message keyword 

codes.

Added a single space between the reference number 

and the message keyword code of LOAN or PHOTO in 

the ARTEmail message to comply with British Library’s 

new software. OPAC 16384-17601

16384-44434

If PATRON.MIDDLE_NAME is populated, NCIP is sending it as 

the given name. Otherwise, NCIP correctly sends patron’s first 

name.

Added optional elements, following the NCIP schema, 

for INITIALS (Middle Name), PREFIX & SUFFIX. Voyager InterCirc U.2 16384-17553

16384-44577

When using Select All > Print to print the first 10,000 search 

results, the preview says there are 10,000 results to print (first 10 

records, plus 9,990 more), but will actually print fewer.

Increased the Tomcat session-timeout for VWEBV 

programmatically to allow all of the selected records to 

be printed. The session-timeout is increased only 

during the time that records are being loaded into the 

browser for printing. After the record load is complete, 

the session-timeout for VWEBV goes back to what is 

set in the VWEBV web.xml  file.

The session-timeout in VWEBV no 

longer has any effect on the session-

timeout for the record printing page. If it 

has been increased to allow for longer 

printing time, it should be reset to what 

it was previously.The recommendation 

is for 15 minutes or less. OPAC 16384-17713

16384-44865

Sometimes saving changes to bulk import rules created in 

previous versions results in Database Error. Changes are saved, 

but it’s not clear to user what’s going on.

Changed the code to correctly utilize the Single MFHD 

flag when starting the edit the first time and Load 

Bib/Auth Only  is selected. General (Voyager) 16384-17681

16384-44866

When an item has a status of Not Charged and Hold Request, 

the status displays as “No information available.”

Added a check for the item status Hold Requested 

which is item status type number 6 to the test for 

sending out the item status tag. This sends out Hold 

Requested  information for the properties when the item 

has that status.

webvoyage.properties  needs a 

property holdings.item.request.status.6 

in order to display the hold requested 

status.  Otherwise, 6  displays instead. Circulation 16384-17697

16384-44962

If no call number found in bib as specified in the call number 

hierarchy, the call number from the previously loaded bib is 

added to the next bib's mfhd.

Corrected the call number tag field handler to perform 

the proper cleanup during execution. Batch jobs 16384-17825

16384-45249 

When creating authority from bib record with 040 $e rda, an 

extra field separator character is inserted in the 040.

The authority control dll was corrected to remove the 

extra character that appeared in the 040 field of a newly 

created authority record when a $e containing the 

string “rda” was present in the bibliographic record.

AuthorityCreation2008.12.dll version 

3.2.0.144 is the new dll. Cataloging 16384-17985

16384-45251

When a bib linked to a course reserve list is suppressed, it 

appears in the titles list for the reserve list in WebVoyáge, but the 

record and holdings information will not display.

Modified the holdings information retrieval code to be 

aware of the search type so that when the search type 

is for course reserve, the holdings for suppressed bibs 

can be displayed. OPAC 16384-17969

16384-45282

You can delete locations that are still associated with GDC 

Security profiles.

Locations associated with GDC security profiles can no 

longer be deleted. The server now checks the GDC 

security locations table and reports an error to the client 

if that location is found. Global Data Change (GDC) 16384-18017

16384-45297

If the extract hits a deleted record that has an 001 padded with 

spaces, the extract dies without processing the rest of the 

deleted.bib.marc  file.

Trimmed spaces from the Bib ID of the 001 field before 

using it to retrieve the item availability information. 

(Note: The MARC record itself is not changed.) General (Voyager) 16384-18049

16384-45553

Acquisitions gives run-time errors if a newly created item record 

isn’t first closed and then reopened before a second save 

operation is attempted. Client closes after giving run-time errors 

91 and 97.

Verified that the collection of notes as an object exists 

before looping through it. Acquisitions 16384-18145

16384-46161

If a user who is part of the restricted User group for their PC 

makes any changes in Media Scheduling > Options, none of the 

changes are saved.  A user in the Power User or Admin group 

can save changes successfully. Corrected the way the option values were being stored. Media Scheduling 18230
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16384-46162

The Primo Publishing extract does not export suppressed bibs 

that are linked to E-Items and/or reserve list items. 

Added VoyagerLib-Model jar file to the class path.  This 

is required for accessing e-item data and was missing.

Install the updated primo extract 

startup scripts. Interoperability (Voy) 16384-17905

16384-46241

Only the fund code in the first field is used for all subsequent 

items when creating multiple items via bulk import.

Added the capability of capturing the fund code for 

each line item when the fund field is on the same tag as 

the main tag for the MFHD. If the fund field is not on the 

same tag as the main tag then the fund code is 

captured from a separate tag and is the same for all the 

items for a given MFHD. Batch jobs 16384-18353

16384-46242

When a bulk import rule is set to create a PO, and a record in an 

import file has invalid data, then the PO line items for the 

subsequent records are created, and it looks as if the PO is 

created, but the PO is not created, and the line items are 

orphaned in the database.

Limited the length of the data retrieved from the MARC 

subfield for the import to the length that can be safely 

stored in the database field or the program variable. Acquisitions 16384-18401

16384-46321 

When you search multiple databases and select "Return to 

Holdings" from the Patron Requests page, you receive a 

WebVoyáge System Error. Same fix as KB 16384-47619. Cataloging 16384-18417

16384-47619 

When searching multiple databases, after placing a UB request, 

clicking Next to view another record results in a WebVoyáge 

System Error.

Removed the call to retrieve the search types that was 

embedded in the call to get the preferences when the 

user logs in. This action preserves the context of the 

simul search results and allows for accurate navigation 

from the request form regardless of what action is taken 

by the user. Cataloging 16384-18433

16384-6565

If a media item has a status of "In Process" (or other exceptional 

statuses) applied, staff receives a database media error upon 

trying to book.

Corrected a query that was not being properly 

transformed. Media Scheduling 16384-2513
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